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A Historical Account of BC's Mining Industry.
Once nearly forgotten, Tombstone, Arizona, is
trapped in myth and legend. Walking its quiet
streets, one finds it hard to separate truth from
illusion and remember this was a real town, not
some Hollywood fantasy. Tombstone’s rough and
rowdy exploits were reported from San Francisco to
New York. William B. Shillingberg rediscovers the
real Tombstone in this historical tour-de-force. The
rough mining town of boomers and investors, of hard
men and women seeking their fortunes, comes to life
with startling clarity. Tombstone, A.T.: A History of
Early Mining, Milling, and Mayhem relates true tales
of those who founded and built the town, including
the infamous Earps and Clantons. Shillingberg
details life in a pioneer mining town, from the
discoverers of the mines, Edward and Albert
Schieffelin and Richard Gird, to the amazing cast of
characters in the most celebrated gunfight in western
history—the shootout at the OK Corral, between
Wyatt, Virgil, and Morgan Earp, Doc Holliday, and a
gang led by Ike Clanton. And tales of John Ringo,
Frank Leslie, and diarist George W. Parsons are
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filled with the famous and the notorious. Today
Tombstone slumbers, a shadow of its faded glory,
supported by clouded memories and tourist dollars.
But the real story remains, and Tombstone, A.T. tells
it.
A history of mining. This revised edition in a way
describes the history of civilization and the early
development of nations. Where minerals and mining
existed, they provided ingredients for weapons,
wealth and world power. The text should be useful in
today's period of developing countries.
Before the advent of the great mineral revolution in
the latter half of the 19th century, South Africa was a
sleepy colonial backwater whose unpromising
landscape was seemingly devoid of any economic
potential. Yet lying just beneath the dusty surface of
the land lay the richest treasure trove of gold,
diamonds, platinum, coal and a host of other metals
and minerals that has ever been discovered in one
country. It was the discovery and exploitation of first
diamonds in 1870 and then gold in 1886 that proved
the catalyst to the greatest mineral revolution the
world has ever known, which transformed South
Africa into the supreme industrialised power on the
African continent. Here for the first time is the
complete history of South Africa's phenomenal
mineral revolution spanning a period of more than
150 years, from its earliest commercial beginnings to
the present day, incorporating seven of the major
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commodities that have been exploited. Digging Deep
describes the establishment and unparalleled growth
of mining, tracing the history of the industry from its
humble beginnings where copper was first mined on
a commercial basis in Namaqualand in the Cape
Colony in the early 1850s, to the discovery and
exploitation of the country's other major mineral
commodities. This is also the story of how mining
gave rise to modern South Africa and how it
compelled the country to develop and progress the
way in which it did. It also incorporates the stories of
the visionary men - Cecil Rhodes, Alfred Beit,
Barney Barnato, Sir Ernest Oppenheimer, Sammy
Marks and Hans Merensky - who pioneered and
shaped the development of the industry on which
modern South Africa was built.
In a book that draws on interviews with more than 80
former and current Newmont Mining executives and
employees, a retired Newmont vice president delves
into the intriguing story beyond the successful goldmining company and also examines its current
challenges.
For twenty-five years, Kendall Brown studied Potosí,
Spanish America's greatest silver producer and
perhaps the world's most famous mining district. He
read about the flood of silver that flowed from its
Cerro Rico and learned of the toil of its miners.
Potosí symbolized fabulous wealth and unbelievable
suffering. New World bullion stimulated the formation
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of the first world economy but at the same time it had
profound consequences for labor, as mine operators
and refiners resorted to extreme forms of coercion to
secure workers. In many cases the environment also
suffered devastating harm. All of this occurred in the
name of wealth for individual entrepreneurs,
companies, and the ruling states. Yet the question
remains of how much economic development mining
managed to produce in Latin America and what were
its social and ecological consequences. Brown's
focus on the legendary mines at Potosí and
comparison of its operations to those of other mines
in Latin America is a well-written and accessible
study that is the first to span the colonial era to the
present.
The translation of Nimura’s prize-winning book on
the violent Ashio mine riot of 1907 and its effect on
the labor movement in Japan in the years following.
Despite mining's multidimensional role in the history of
Utah since Euro-american settlement, there has never
been a book that surveyed and contextualized its impact.
From the Ground Up fill that gap with a collection of
essays by leading Utah historians and geologists.
Essays here address the geology of the state, the
economic history of mining in Utah, and the lore of mines
and miners. Additionally, the book reviews a handul of
particularly significant mineral industries---saline, coal,
uranium, and beryllium---and surveys important hardrock mining regions of the state.
"Over the past five hundred years, North Americans
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their basic social and cultural objects. From cell phones
to cars and roadways, metal pots to wall tile and even
talcum powder, minerals products have become central
to modern North American life. As this process has
unfolded, mining has also indelibly shaped the natural
world and North Americans' relationship with it.
Mountains have been honeycombed, rivers poisoned,
and forests leveled. The effects of these environmental
transformations have fallen unevenly across North
American societies. Mining North America examines
these developments. Drawing on the work of scholars
from Mexico, the United States, and Canada, this book
explores how mining has shaped North America over the
last half millennium. It covers an array of minerals and
geographies while seeking to draw mining into the core
debates that animate North American environmental
history generally. Taken together, the authors'
contributions make a powerful case for the centrality of
mining in forging North American environments and
societies"--Provided by publisher.
Coal remains one of the principal sources of energy for
the United States, and the nation has been a world
leader in coal production for more than 100 years.
According to U.S. Energy Information Administration
projections to 2050, coal is expected to be an important
energy resource for the United States. Additionally,
metallurgical coal used in steel production remains an
important national commodity. However, coal production,
like all other conventional mining activities, creates dust
in the workplace. Respirable coal mine dust (RCMD)
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underground mines that can be inhaled by miners and
deposited in the distal airways and gas-exchange region
of the lung. Occupational exposure to RCMD has long
been associated with lung diseases common to the coal
mining industry, including coal workers' pneumoconiosis,
also known as "black lung disease." Monitoring and
Sampling Approaches to Assess Underground Coal Mine
Dust Exposures compares the monitoring technologies
and sampling protocols currently used or required by the
United States, and in similarly industrialized countries for
the control of RCMD exposure in underground coal
mines. This report assesses the effects of rock dust
mixtures and their application on RCMD measurements,
and the efficacy of current monitoring technologies and
sampling approaches. It also offers science-based
conclusions regarding optimal monitoring and sampling
strategies to aid mine operators' decision making related
to reducing RCMD exposure to miners in underground
coal mines.
Blown to Bits in the Mine charts the evolution of the use
of explosives for mining and quarrying in North America
from the Industrial Revolution into the twentieth century.
The art of blasting was of prime importance to mining
because explosives enabled miners to move through
solid rock as no other technology could. This book
presents a detailed look at the whole process of using
explosives, from drilling blast-holes to setting off the
charges, with an emphasis on technology, material
culture, and the impacts to the mine as a work
environment. Everyone with a penchant for mining
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in mining history at the early age of seven, and during
the following several decades made extensive trips to
mining districts throughout the West in search of physical
evidence and fact to compare against the numerous
related books he read. Eric completed a MA degree in
1999 in American History emphasizing mining in the
West and started a consulting business. Eric is currently
researching, recording, analyzing, and evaluating the
remains of historic mines in Colorado, where he resides.
The history of mining is replete with controversy of which
much is related to environmental damage and
consequent community outrage. Over recent decades,
this has led to increased pressure to improve the
environmental and social performance of mining
operations, particularly in developing countries. The
industry has responded by embracing the ideals of
sustainability and corporate social responsibility. Mining
and the Environment identifies and discusses the wide
range of social and environmental issues pertaining to
mining, with particular reference to mining in developing
countries, from where many of the project examples and
case studies have been selected. Following an
introductory overview of pressing issues, the book
illustrates how environmental and social impact
assessment, such as defined in "The Equator
Principles", integrates with the mining lifecycle and how
environmental and social management aims to eliminate
the negative and accentuate the positive mining impacts.
Practical approaches are provided for managing issues
ranging from land acquisition and resettlement of
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drainage and mine waste management. Moreover,
thorough analyses of ways and means of sharing nontransitory mining benefits with host communities are
presented to allow mining to provide sustainable benefits
for the affected communities. This second edition of
Mining and the Environment includes new chapters on
Health Impact Assessment, Biodiversity and Gender
Issues, all of which have become more important since
the first edition appeared a decade ago. The wide
coverage of issues and the many real-life case studies
make this practice-oriented book a reference and key
reading. It is intended for environmental consultants,
engineers, regulators and operators in the field and for
students to use as a course textbook. As much of the
matter applies to the extractive industries as a whole, it
will also serve environmental professionals in the oil and
gas industries. Karlheinz Spitz and John Trudinger both
have multiple years of experience in the assessment of
mining projects around the world. The combination of
their expertise and knowledge about social, economic,
and environmental performance of mining and mine
waste management has resulted in this in-depth
coverage of the requirements for responsible and
sustainable mining.
All those who delight in modern Aspen as a ski resort
and cultural center, as well as those who enjoy reading
about all the old Wild West, will be charmed by this book.
In its heyday as a mining town, Aspen rivaled the camps
of the California Gold Rush, Virginia City in Nevada's
Comstock Lode, and Leadville in Colorado, and from
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the riches
silver-mining
center in
America. Aspen's story begins in 1879 with seven
prospectors camped in tents by the intersection of the
Roaring Fork River and Castle Creek at the foot of
Aspen and Smuggler Mountains. The first great spurt of
growth came in 1883, when Jerome B. Wheeler, a
partner in Macy's Department Store, bought several
claims and built roads and a smelter. The arrival of the
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad in 1887 transformed
Aspen into a major metropolis by the standards of the
day, with some 12,000 inhabitants and services that
included six newspapers, two banks, an opera house,
electric lights and telephones, a street car system, a
waterworks, and schools and churches. The city became
home to colorful personalities like B. Clark Wheeler,
grandiose promoter and editor of the Aspen Times, and
Davis H. Waite, his father-in-law and a local reformer
who was elected governor of Colorado in 1892.
Rohrbough brings to life the dynamic entrepreneurs such
as David M. Hyman and Henry B. Gillespie who made
the town and profited from it, the vicious court fights that
resulted from mining disputes, and most effectively of all,
the atmosphere of a booming mining community. In July
1893 the price of silver dropped sharply and within a
week, all the mines in Aspen closed. By 1930, Aspen
was virtually a ghost town, with a population of 705. But
then a new generation of entrepreneurs discovered
another natural resource in this former mining camp. It
was snow.
Mineral wealth from the Americas underwrote and
undergirded European colonization of the New World;
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slave trade, and spurred Spain's northern European
competitors to become Atlantic powers. Building upon
works that have narrated this global history of American
mining in economic and labor terms, Mining Language is
the first book-length study of the technical and scientific
vocabularies that miners developed in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries as they engaged with metallic
materials. This language-centric focus enables Allison
Bigelow to document the crucial intellectual contributions
Indigenous and African miners made to the very engine
of European colonialism. By carefully parsing the writings
of well-known figures such as Cristobal Colon and
Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo y Valdes and lesserknown writers such Alvaro Alonso Barba, a Spanish
priest who spent most of his life in the Andes, Bigelow
uncovers the ways in which Indigenous and African
metallurgists aided or resisted imperial mining
endeavors, shaped critical scientific practices, and
offered imaginative visions of metalwork. Her creative
linguistic and visual analyses of archival fragments,
images, and texts in languages as diverse as Spanish
and Quechua also allow her to reconstruct the processes
that led to the silencing of these voices in European print
culture.
This book deals with the history of mining and smelting
from the Renaissance to the present. Martin Lynch
opens with the invention, sometime before 1453, of a
revolutionary technique for separating silver from copper.
It was this invention which brought back to life the rich
copper-silver mines of central Europe, in the process
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ambitious Habsburg emperors, thereby underpinning
their quest for European domination. Lynch also
discusses the Industrial Revolution and the far-reaching
changes to mining and smelting brought about by the
steam engine; the era of the gold rushes; the massive
mineral developments and technological leaps forward
which took place in the USA and South Africa at the end
of the 19th century; and, finally, the spread of mass
metal-production techniques amid the violent struggles of
the 20th century. In an engaging, concise and fast-paced
text, he presents the interplay of personalities, politics
and technology that have shaped the metallurgical
industries over the last 500 years.
This book draws together international contributors to
analyse a wide range of aspects of mining history across
the globe including mining archaeology, technologies of
mining, migration and mining, the everyday life of the
miner, the state and mining, industrial relations in mining,
gender and mining, environment and mining, mining
accidents, the visual history of mining, and mining
heritage. The result is a counter balance to more
common national and regional case study perspectives.
The first complete history of Utah in encyclopedic form,
with entries from Anasazi to ZCMI!
Mining has had a significant presence in every part of
Canada — from the east to west coasts to the far north.
This book tells the stories of those who built Canada’s
mining industry. It highlights the experiences of the
people who lived and worked in mining towns across the
country, the rise of major mining companies, and the
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global mining finance. It also addresses the devastating
effects mining has had on Indigenous communities and
their land and documents several high-profile resistance
efforts. Mining Country presents fascinating snapshots of
Canadian mining past and present, from pre-contact
Indigenous copper mining and trading networks to the
famous Cariboo and Klondike Gold Rushes. Generously
illustrated with more than 150 visuals drawn from every
period of mining history, this book offers a thorough
account of the story behind the industry.
Spanish and American prospectors discovered gold,
silver, and copper mines in southwestern New Mexico in
the 1800s. This volume explores the further development
of these mining operations into the early 1900s. During
this time period, improvements in technology made
mining profitable, and eastern corporations invested in
New Mexico mines. World War I created a demand for
copper, and this era saw the development of paternalistic
company towns. Miners faced difficult and dangerous
working conditions, but their lives improved compared to
previous generations. Many of the towns and the people
in southwestern New Mexico owed their livelihood, in
whole or in part, to mining. Some of these places have
disappeared entirely, some are ghost towns, and others
are thriving communities.
Arthur McIvor and Ronald Johnston explore the
experience of coal miners' lung diseases and the
attempts at voluntary and legal control of dusty
conditions in British mining from the late nineteenth
century to the present. In this way, the book addresses
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within the mining industry; issues that have been
severely neglected in studies of health and safety in
general. The authors examine the prevalent diseases,
notably pneumoconiosis, emphysema and bronchitis,
and evaluate the roles of key players such as the
doctors, management and employers, the state and the
trade unions. Throughout the book, the integration of oral
testimony helps to elucidate the attitudes of workers and
victims of disease, their 'machismo' work culture and
socialisation to very high levels of risk on the job, as well
as how and why ideas and health mentalities changed
over time. This research, taken together with extensive
archive material, provides a unique perspective on the
nature of work, industrial relations, the meaning of
masculinity in the workplace and the wider social impact
of industrial disease, disability and death. The effects of
contracting dust disease are shown to result invariably in
seriously prescribed lifestyles and encroaching isolation.
The book will appeal to those working on the history of
medicine, industrial relations, social history and business
history as well as labour history.
This impressive volume on Arizona mining covers many
historical aspects from mines to minerals to
transportation and extraction methods. Thousands of
miles of railroads were built in Arizona to sustain mining
operations that formed the crux of the territory's and later
the state's economy. Hundreds of towns in Arizona owed
their longevity or in many cases their ephemeral
existence based upon the productivity of the local mines.
Extensive mapping of the territory was undertaken, not
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for ensuring the ease of extraction from the ground to the
market. Mining captivated the Native Americans,
Spanish, Mexicans and later the great influx of American
miners and pioneers who arrived in Arizona after the
Gadsden Purchase of 1854. Since then, Arizona's
economy and community has greatly benefited from
mining enterprises resulting in heightened employment
opportunities both mining related and supported along
with an improved infrastructure of roads, railroads,
bridges and dams, hospitals, schools, cultural and civic
centers. Mining has also influenced state tourism and
recreation as many of the forest service roads and
highways were built for the purpose of connecting mines
to refining facilities and on to market. Tourist destinations
including the towns of Ajo, Bisbee, Jerome and Prescott,
would not have their aesthetically appealing store fronts
and town layout were it not for revenue generated from
the local mining operations. Gem and mineral shows
across the state including the annual Tucson Gem &
Mineral Show and the Quartzite Show generate millions
of dollars directly benefiting the hospitality industry and
local and regional attractions. Over 250 mining related
images appear in this volume to represent Arizona's
place as one of the great mining centers and mineral
producers in the world. This volume is a compilation of
105 articles published under the heading of "Mine Tales",
a Monday column in the Arizona Daily Star. Broken down
into three physiographic provinces, Arizona has a
diverse mineral content that has enabled it to be at the
forefront of the mining industry in the United States and
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THE INDUSTRY THAT FORGED THE MODERN WORLD
Throughout history metals and raw materials have
underpinned human activity. So it is that the industry
responsible for extracting these materials from the ground mining - has been ever present throughout the history of
civilisation, from the ancient world of the Egyptians and
Romans, to the industrial revolution and the British Empire,
and through to the present day, with mining firms well
represented on the world's most important stock indexes
including the FTSE100. This book traces the history of mining
from those early moments when man first started using tools
to the present day where metals continue to underpin
economic activity in the post industrial age. In doing so, the
history of mining methods, important events, technological
developments, the important firms and the sparkling
personalities that built the industry are examined in detail. At
every stage, as the history of mining is traced from 40,000BC
to the present day, the level of detail increases in accordance
with the greater social and industrial developments that have
played out as time has progressed. This means that a
particular focus is given to the period since the industrial
revolution and especially the 20th century. A look is also
taken into the future in an effort to chart the direction this
great industry might take in years to come. Many books have
been written about mining; the majority have focused on a
particular metal, geographical area, mining event or mining
personality, but 'The History of Mining' has a broader scope
and covers all of these essential and fascinating areas in one
definitive volume.
Details a century and a half of copper mining along Upper
Michigan’s Keweenaw Peninsula, from the arrival of the first
incorporated mines in the 1840s until the closing of the last
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Illustrated with many black and white historic photographs of
mines and mining towns in Colorado, this book traces the
industry from its development in 1859 to the late 1970s.
Surface coal mining has had a dramatic impact on the
Appalachian economy and ecology since World War II,
exacerbating the region's chronic unemployment and
destroying much of its natural environment. Here, Chad
Montrie examines the twentieth-century movement to outlaw
surface mining in Appalachia, tracing popular opposition to
the industry from its inception through the growth of a militant
movement that engaged in acts of civil disobedience and
industrial sabotage. Both comprehensive and comparative,
To Save the Land and People chronicles the story of surface
mining opposition in the whole region, from Pennsylvania to
Alabama. Though many accounts of environmental activism
focus on middle-class suburbanites and emphasize national
events, the campaign to abolish strip mining was primarily a
movement of farmers and working people, originating at the
local and state levels. Its history underscores the significant
role of common people and grassroots efforts in the American
environmental movement. This book also contributes to a
long-running debate about American values by revealing how
veneration for small, private properties has shaped the
political consciousness of strip mining opponents.
This collection examines historical and contemporary social,
economic, and environmental impacts of mining on Aboriginal
communities in northern Canada. Combining oral history
research with intensive archival study, this work juxtaposes
the perspectives of government and industry with the
perspectives of local communities. CONTRIBUTORS: Patricia
Boulter, Jean-Sébastien Boutet, Emilie Cameron, Sarah
Gordon, Heather Green, Jane Hammond, Joella Hogan, Arn
Keeling, Tyler Levitan, Hereward Longley, Scott Midgley,
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First Published in 1990. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
An Exploration of Mining, Minerals and Gemstones in The
Blue-Ridge Mountains of Western North Carolina as
Presented by The North Carolina Mining Museum, Little
Switzerland, North Carolina. Mining, Minerals, Rocks,
Formations, Geology and Gems are Reviewed for other
Popular Locations in the State of North Carolina.
*Includes pictures *Includes online resources and a
bibliography for further reading Copper mining is as
ubiquitous to the Upper Peninsula of Michigan as the
automobile industry is to the Lower. Centuries before the first
white man set foot in the New World, local natives used rocks
to pound copper free from the earth, shaping it into goods
traded across the continent. It was not long before European
settlers followed up on the natives' work, and when industry
came to Copper Country, mines sprung up, quickly
dominating the economy and lives of the Upper Peninsula's
residents. Copper was not the only mineral harvested from
the earth. Iron mines spread out as well, becoming profitable
if less known than their copper cousins. Even less well known
but just as integral to the Peninsula's history, gold and silver
prospectors prowled the land, looking for metals whose value
had started and ended empires. Mining, especially copper
mining, left a deep mark in the Upper Peninsula by affecting
the region's growth, landscape, culture, and economic
structure. Where once a booming industry churned out tons
of copper, feeding the nation's need for the ever utilitarian
metal, there now lay empty shafts and a few mines, still
scraping metals from the earth. Though the heyday of mining
in the state has long passed, its mark on the region, the state,
and the nation itself remains, and it all started long before the
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Iron mining
continues, though the industry is now a pale shadow of its
former self. Though not as extensive or well known as copper
mining, the iron mines also played an important role in the
region, and they also supported much of the region's silver
and gold prospecting and mining. Though no great gold or
silver mines came as a result of the exploring conducted by
the many prospectors, the constant efforts to pull the precious
metals from the region demonstrate the grit, determination,
and sheer gumption of those who traveled north to stake their
claims and build new lives. The miners and workers faced
their hard times like many others, but, by and large, the
history of the mines, as well as the companies that ran them
and the miners who worked them, is one of technological
progress and impressive output that proved a great boon to
the region, the state, and the nation. Though the mining
companies faced their share of ups and downs, their story is
largely one of success, even if it offers little comfort to those
living in the shadows of the companies' remains. Mining for
Michigan: The History of Mining along the Great Lakes and
the Upper Peninsula examines the effects of the mining in the
region and the results. Along with pictures of important
people, places, and events, you will learn about mining in the
area like never before.
Based on three decades of research, this book tells the story
of mining in the former boomtown of Bodie, CA. Woven
throughout are accounts of gambled fortunes, engineering
marvels, and vigilante uprisings. Tracing Bodie's history from
the discovery of gold in 1877 to the departure of its last
residents in the 1940s, the book includes scores of neverbefore-published photos.
The History of the Comstock Lode, first published in 1943,
provided mining investors, engineers, and western historians
with the first comprehensive, chronological history of mining
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note is Smith's
progressive record of the ways the mines were developed,
the failures encountered, the bonanzas discovered, and the
production records of the mines. In addition to the invaluable
mining information, The History of the Comstock Lode
includes the personal histories of the colorful men of the
Comstock - "Old Virginny," the ill-fated Grosh brothers, John
W. Mackay, Mark Twain, Dan De Quille, and Charles Howard
Shinn, to mention a few. The book also contains many rare
historic photographs of the mining district. With the addition of
new material by Joseph V. Tingley, which brings the history of
mining operations on the Comstock to the present, The
History of the Comstock Lode will once again he enjoyed by
scholars and students of mining history as well as western
history buffs.
This work reflects part of the history of Wyoming coal mining.
Much more needs to be written. To those that have produced
written histories, historical overviews, and manuscripts we
cited here, we extend thanks. To the archaeologists and
historians who are studying Wyoming's past and attempting
to preserve its lasting legacy, we applaud your efforts. The
flight of time is not complete, but the history that has passed
shows coal miners will be a part of the future. To those that
are attempting to preserve the mining history of Wyoming and
the West, we are grateful. And to men such as Steven
Creasman and Gary Beach, who have the courage to dream
and the willingness to persevere in attempting to save
America's past, thank you. With the help of such unselfish
individuals this work has been strengthened, but the
responsibilities of accuracy fall to the authors alone.
The History of MiningThe events, technology and people
involved in the industry that forged the modern worldHarriman
House Limited
Explore the rich history of the rush for gold and silver in our
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Cindy Brick
profiles nine
brave and daring heroines of the era. Ten quilt patterns are
included so you can recreate your own period piece.
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